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What is protein disorder?

Emil Fisher’s key-lock model

Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs): proteins with regions that 
lack a single well-defined 3D structure in native conditions. 

Representation of the 3D structure of a protein

Structure-function paradigm:

  Structure → function
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What does it look like?

Human Growth hormone bound to receptor

NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) 
ensembles of SUMO-1 and 
antennapedia from PDB

Missing electron densities in X-ray 
crystallography from PDB

Model of tumor suppressor 
p53 using X-ray, NMR and 
SAXS

Wells et al 2008

~30% of PDB structures have such regions!

Disordered in 40% 
of its length!
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Disordered region functions
● Flexible linkers/spacers between domains
● Entropic chains (contribute to the structure energy)
● Molecular recognition:

– binding to proteins, nucleic acid polymers, membrane, 
metal ions

– As enzymes that undergo disorder-to-order transitions
– Formation of multiprotein complexes

● Protein modifications and regulation (e.g. 
phosphorylation)

See Dunker et al 
2002 for more details
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Why study IDRs?
● Involved in diseases:

– Cancer
– Neurodegenerative diseases (Parkinson’s, Dementia, 

Alzheimer’s)
– Diabetes
– Cardiovascular diseases

● Can be used in drug delivery (synthetic IDRs);
● Understanding of protein complexes interactions.
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Revised lock-and-key model for IDPs

Disordered proteins can bind to many structured partners!
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Disordered sequences

● Low content of bulky hydrophobic amino acids (Val, Leu, 
Ile, Phe, Trp, Tyr, Met)

● High content of charged and polar amino acids (Gln, 
Ser, Pro, Glu, Lys)

Uversky et al 2000

Disordered proteins

Used in disorder 
predictor FoldIndex
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Disorder prediction

Prediction methods based on

– Physical/chemical features (FoldIndex)

– Machine learning algorithms (DISOPRED2, Spritz, 
PONDR)

– Energy estimation (IUPred2):

Globular proteins form many favorable interactions to 
ensure the stability of the structure.

IUPred output for p53
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What about order prediction?
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Disorder databases

● Disprot:

database of almost 3.4k experimentally verified IDPs

● IDEAL:  database of experimentally verified 995 IDPs

● MobiDB:                      

centralized resource that combines experimental and 
predicted data into a consensus annotation

● DIBS: Disordered Binding Sites (DIBS) with 1,576 
complexes with curated interactions on the IDR region.
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Natural abundance and 
phylogenetic distribution

● ~40% of human proteins 
predicted to be IDPs

● ~30% of Eukaryotic 
proteins predicted to be 
IDPs
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Evolutionary study of disorder
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Evolutionary study of disorder

Correlating
similar disorder 
conservation patterns 
with protein functions 

Kastano et al 2020
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Database that provides information about intrinsically disordered regions 
(IDRs) and related features from various sources and prediction tools. 

https://mobidb.bio.unipd.it/

DisorderObserved = Observed structure

P04637 - Cellular tumor antigen p53
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MobiDB advanced view
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MobiDB new Alphafold disorder
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Exercises

In the next 4 slides there are some exercises 
using some databases and webtools. Answer 

each of them and submit your answers at:

https://take.quiz-maker.com/QJRLDKS59
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Exercise: MobiDB and DisProt
● Search beta-catenin-1 (P35222) on MobiDB. Go to the 

advanced view. 

– What kind of disorder annotations are there for this 
protein?

– The different annotations don’t give exactly the same 
results. Which annotation gives the longest IDRs 
(Intrinsically Disordered Regions)?

● Go to the Disprot entry linked on the bottom.

– How many types of methodologies (indicated as 
“Evidence”) were used to identify the disorder?
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Exercise: IDPs and cancer mutations

Number of this type of mutation

S at position 45 becomes F

Turning COSMIC mutations on

Tissue distribution
Click to select tissues

Cancer type distribution
Click to select types

You can click on these 
to filter the results

 https://pecan.stjude.cloud

Overview of proteinpaint, 
a webtool to explore 
pediatric and adult 
cancer mutations.
Hosted at:

https://pecan.stjude.cloud/
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Exercise: IDPs and cancer mutations
DIBs: Database of Disordered Binding Sites 

Structural status

Residues of this chain involved in binding

Click to go to 
evidence for 
structural status
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Exercise: IDPs and cancer mutations

● Go on PECAN at https://pecan.stjude.cloud and search for beta-catenin 
(CTNNB1).Where in the sequence (residue number) are most of the 
mutations located in pediatric cancers? 

● In what type of cancer are the mutations common?

● Turn on COSMIC (Catalogue Of Somatic Mutations In Cancer) mutations. In 
what location are mutations most common?

● Go on DIBS (Database of Disordered Binding Sites) at 
http://dibs.enzim.ttk.mta.hu/search.php and search for beta-catenin 
(P35222). Which entry contains the mutated region?

● Highlight the most mutated positions in the structure. Are they structured? 
What evidence is there for their status (ordered/disordered)? 

● What is the binding partner?

https://pecan.stjude.cloud/
http://dibs.enzim.ttk.mta.hu/search.php
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